ADDENDUM 2

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Lucy Balderama, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: August 5, 2010

Subject: BID # 10-053, RFP Two Trucks(Sp Ops) and Two Vehicles(warrant) w/Interior & Exterior Equipment.

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced bid; below are the responses to the following questions:

1. The K-9 unit typically has a door opening to the front seat. The door is mainly to have an alternative exit in case of an accident. They can make a unit that is solid on the front. This will make it possible to mount the gunlock in a convenient position. Would it be ok to get the kennel with the solid front?

   Kennel must open to the front as the specs given for the American Aluminum product.

2. Item I. Most of the Sheriff’s vehicles have Kustom Signals video. They have a DVD+R system that meets the specs if it would be acceptable. Would this be acceptable?

   Video system must be a specified (Watch Guard DVR-R).

3. Item K. The CF-30 is obsolete. There are still a few available, but I don’t know for how long. Can we bid a comparable CF-31?

   CF-31 is accept if the unit meets or exceeds the specs that are listed, unit must be Panasonic.

4. Item Q. There are several Signal Vehicle Products Phantom lights. Do you have a part number of which one you want?

   No Specific part number must flash RED/BLUE LED to the front with variable flash patterns.